Reviews for GIBRALTAR STARS
Top reviews from the United States
4.0 out of 5 stars
Interesting end
Reviewed in the United States on January 14, 2020
Verified Purchase
I guess when you decide to write a trilogy you stick to three books. Furthermore you
don't want to write a time for the 3rd one then readers say you shouldn't have limited
yourself to a trilogy. However, the 3rd book wraps up fast. Still room for a sequel trilogy,
the many unanswered questions.

5.0 out of 5 stars
Loved The Whole Series, Well Written, Exciting, Lots of Drama!
Reviewed in the United States on June 18, 2012
Verified Purchase
I have enjoyed the whole series. They were well written, exciting, lots of drama. It kept
me interested for three days reading all three ebooks. I love good sci-fi with a touch of
romance. This had it all. I just wish there were a fourth in the series.
I hope everyone else will give this author a chance, he has it going on. Thank you for a
wonderful experience Mr. McCollum and please keep writing. :)

5.0 out of 5 stars
Great story
Reviewed in the United States on March 12, 2018
Verified Purchase
Fantastic story
Enjoyed the details and the humanistic parts of the story
Even the alien s were human

5.0 out of 5 stars

Gibralter stars two I would like to see
Reviewed in the United States on July 13, 2012
Verified Purchase
I too would like to see a fourth book in this series. The first three provide an excellent
read. I wrote the author about a continuation as I thought Giblralter Stars lacked the
finality of Antares Victory (also a great trilogy) Am loking forward to his next work.

Top reviews from other countries
4.0 out of 5 stars
Enjoyable
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on February 22, 2020
Verified Purchase
A quick holiday read but none the worse for it. I enjoyed it as it developed the narrative.
Yes, the lead characters spend a bit too much time in "loving embraces" and the
attitudes on gender are a bit old-fashioned but the story flows well.
But is this it? It seems to end on a cliffhanger and I want to know more. I spent twenty
years waiting to read the end of the "Antares" trilogy. More please!

5.0 out of 5 stars
A great book trilogy
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on February 28, 2013
Verified Purchase
If you haven't yet discovered this author and you like hard (techie) scifi then this author
is worth reading.
I'm working my way through his books and none have disappointed me - enjoy
5.0 out of 5 stars
Another fine series from a great author
Reviewed in Canada on May 20, 2022
Verified Purchase
From beginning to end this is an exciting series by a fantastic author

4.0 out of 5 stars
Interesting
Reviewed in Italy on June 11, 2016
Verified Purchase
Neatly written with no frills.
The history of the Roman Empire in a galactic key.
The writer has a technical preparation that comes out of the pages of the book
Translated from Italian by Amazon
See original ·Report translation

